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About This Game

A Long Road Home is a point and click adventure game, created in a top down, 2D perspective. The gameplay harkens back to
the adventure games of old, with lots of text descriptions, puzzle solving and item usage.

The Story

A Long Road Home puts players in the role of a young man who becomes wounded and separated from his family when they
are attacked along the way to their new home. Behind this plot is a secret cult led by a nefarious being, who is able to travel

between the infinite numbers of planes (dimensions). Having conquered numerous worlds already, she now has her sights set on
this one, and aims to use our hero for her own devious ends. If the protagonist is to reunite with his mother and sister, he must

venture through catacombs, secret temples and frozen mountains while escaping the clutches of the evil invaders.

Features

mouse and keyboard support

gamepad support

6+ hours of gameplay

challenging puzzles
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Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
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One Bit Studio
Publisher:
One Bit Studio
Release Date: 31 Jan, 2017
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wost controls ever game needs better format for controls very bad!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. 3.7/5 smart game, makes you use your mind..
This is a great wargame and anyone who says otherwise is some sort of rivet-counting mutant.. Akward movement system, cant
move around freely, Controls are mapped in a very strange way. Cant grab objects as you usually can in vr.. A simple design
game that test our persistence and finger agility.
No options, no configurations, just enter the stages and begin.

Have to run each stages repeatedly.
First to gather all the sticks and heading to the exit while mapping the path,
second is to repeat the process of heading to the exit till you Ace the stage,
or vice versa.

Test of endurance with zero error of mistake,
every keypress is crucial, every milliseconds counts.
Prepare to get your fingers numb.

The price is moderately low,
Recommend to try if you have the patience.
Good Game.. This game should probably only be enjoyed through a VR headset.

Before I elaborate on why, let's talk about the game. Difficulty is added to simple gameplay by having a ridiculous time system
where in Level 2 and beyond, if you go quite literally anywhere slower than maximum speed, the virus comes faster than you
and drains your clock immensely with each stage.

The only way you could win is to either have perfect runs, or barely make it by using the organelles' abilities to slow down the
virus. And in Level 2 and beyond, it becomes difficult to make no mistakes, as you need to pay attention to how you've aligned
yourself on the route and aim for shooting the protein balls carefully. Those things get destroyed at contact with speed boosts
and rows of protein, often making only one ball reach the Great Wall of Obstacle. And if you find yourself in the bad luck of
being moderately away from the opening, you can't even turn fast enough to dodge.
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Furthermore, protein as a currency in the game isn't really used save for paying for using an organelle's abilities, which
sometimes are free anyways. This, along with other game mechanics, makes it a bit like a flash game.

With all of those things, comprehensible only to a player of this game, said, I can now elaborate that it's difficult to enjoy the
visuals of this 3D game with such annoying tension in the game. You can't admire the beauty of the organelles and the cell
membrane when you have to focus on not dying... Unless you can turn your head quickly enough like how you can enjoy the
scenery abruptly when you're driving a car. And that speed is provided not by the mouse, but by a VR headset.

All of this harsh criticism aside, it was still surprising to find a game mechanic and a plot to what seemed like merely an
environmental VR preview. It's also great that you can enjoy this game without a VR headset; the graphics, though seemingly a
bit dated, are still unique. It's not some 2D circuit either; playing on a 3D cylindrical route is pretty nice. Add the fact that
there's actually trading cards in this game, and it makes it a generous gift by Luden.io and Nival to the Steam community. Free
money and a unique experience.

However, as you can see, I've played for an hour, with multiple attempts, and still haven't got any trading cards.

If you want to spend some time, come inside and enjoy the scenery in Level 1, which is actually easy and gives you plenty of
time to look around (Hold right click for that). If you're the kind of person that doesn't mind, or likes, trying many times trying
to get the best score, to pass the level, or simply to get the trading cards, then you should probably play this game.

I'm giving no recommendation because the game mechanics are a bit unsophisticated; that for the same price (i.e. free), you can
play other games that are better. But there's more to Incell VR than just the game, so if you can enjoy the other aspects, it's
probably a game for you. Furthermore, at the end of the day, it's free, so there's not really anything to legitimately complain
about.

Also, take note that I played this without a VR headset. Reviews coming from those playing with one state that the game's 3D
effects look great. I'll trust those guys.. Geee... it is a challenge!
really nice, old-school game for every arcade lover. I really like the music and backgrounds.
If you ever enjoyed playing Robot Unicorn, you will find this game just a better, more difficult and more satisfying version :)
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Maybe fun on 4 players, but the game its boring one on one, no online, no story, no resolution support, and the gameplay its
weird (you need to press a button to change sides).. So it's just me, or this game isn't playable at all right now. Getting to the
main menu is all she wrote. Keyboard isn't recognized.. A greate classic arcade game , i hope SNK release The Last Blade 2,
Garou and Samurai Shodown next.. \u0428\u0438\u043a\u0430\u0440\u043d\u0430\u044f \u0438\u0433\u0440\u0430
\u043f\u0440\u043e \u0411\u044d\u0442\u043c\u0435\u043d\u0430!!!
\u041e\u0442\u043b\u0438\u0447\u043d\u044b\u0435 \u0434\u0440\u0430\u043a\u0438,
\u043a\u043b\u0430\u0441\u0441\u043d\u044b\u0439 \u0441\u044e\u0436\u0435\u0442,
\u043a\u0440\u0430\u0441\u0438\u0432\u0430\u044f \u0433\u0440\u0430\u0444\u0438\u043a\u0430.. For this small price I
can totally recommend this game.
Don't expect a super difficult, deep or complex game.
But expect a neat small experience for a few hours. It's nearly a chill-strategy game...

Would be great to see a more complex version of this game someday. :). For those who enjoy fast paced indie games I would
recommend adding this to your collection. You are a cube dodging, using walls, and flipping (inverting the play field) to avoid
obstacles all the while trying to obtain the goal of capturing the prerequisite number of boxes to achieve the next level. It was a
game I found very difficult at first, and still do so, however I quite enjoy it nonetheless. It will definately take practice.

I found out two things while playing this game for those who might find it overly difficult. One going with the fullscreen option
will help immensely. I would say this added a second to my reflex time. I also thought the controls were too sensitive. I would
hit things I swore I had dodged. Upon changing to fullscreen and lowering quality and resolution a notch each this ceased to
happen.. Achievement spam game where you receive 1 achievement for every 2 seconds you are in the game. If you are looking
for a good enjoyable game to play then I would not bother with this game as its sole purpose is for the achievements. The price
of this game is also very overpriced for what you are getting. There are cheaper achievement spam games on steam so id give
this one a pass unless it is on sale.. bought this cause one of my favorite youtubers played it and seemed to have great fun, so i
bought it as well....and what a ballache it was. It just felt soooooo clunky and sluggish and not nearly the fun its suppossed to
be\/what it looked to be, so i refunded the game. Creativity without screwing up! This is a unique take on a music game that lets
you create music but guarantees that it harmonizes. There's a huge variety of instruments and musical genres, making it a lot of
fun to mix and match, trying out different combinations. It's fun to play and I really enjoyed the environments and VR elements,
like the instrument selections and floating notes.
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